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Mississippi Story Sparks Controversy Pg. 4 
ews 
Vol LVDI 
I No. S WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS, WEJ.I.FSLEY, MASS. OCT. 8, 1964 
Gov. Peabody Loses Primary; 
Bellotti Opposes Ex-Gov. Volpe 
by Cynthia Van Hazinga '65 
Attorney 
Freeborn 
W. Higgs Outlines 
Democratic Goals 
"Don't go back - Go Bellotti" the deep schism in the Democratic be ki "What ex 
signs have replaced the Peabody party opened by the Peabody-Bellotti Since the national Democratic Convention, Am.eric~ns have en as ng, • 
posters ae Massachusetts state elec- conflict. The former governor com- actly is the Mississippi Freedom Democrat party dolmg: Attorney William Higgs 
tion campaigns tighten up for the mands an image of "respectability" W 11 1 'rl received a remarkably terse, c ear answer as • final four weeks. based in part on his contribution to ~ es e:i ~~v~sor and James Meredith's lawyer, outlined its goals and its f~r-reac~-
The gubernatorial contest this year the est~b~imme~t of the State ~e ~~ge ~ap~~~s~;plan for future action Tuesday evening. Mr. Higgs succeed,ed a~nurabthly m 
is between Italian-American Lieuten- Comnuss1on which flas been eflective • , Fr d D mocrat!; to be ttle do so and to under~stimate e ter-
ant-Q>vernOl" Francis x. Bellotti in exposin~ corruption in govern- exploding the mytih of the party s tihe . ee om e . · · federal ror that creating such a precedent 
(fatiler of twelve) , Democrat, and ment. "illegality" at the National Conven- appom~i:ient to office by would inspire in other powerful Dem-
Bell tti ·'-- to ak Volpe's . b d 'b' 1948 precedent authorities. . ..... -1 Id Italian-American former Governor o 1rupes we en tion y escri mg a . 11h fed al vernment would in- ocrats. Congress as a w11V e cou • John A. Volpe, Republican, wno was position by stressing his association of a similar natu~e: and explained eth ~\t r th Id positions to tVie but very probably will not, refuse 
upset in 1962 by Yankee Democrat with the national Republican ticket its true goals. wh1011 were a_nd Are ~ur~ e r~ ::r~ Party only if the lo seat t'he Mississippians on grounds 
Endicott (Ohub) Peabody. and to strengthen his own by linking far more than a mere symbolic sent- ret ~md m ronal-or Conven- of the abundant illegalities (even 
Defeat Of The All·Amerlcan his own candidacy to that of Presi- ing. Instead the goals would rock the ~ra Y a some na 1 under Miss. law) in their election. 
Present Governor Peabody receiv- dent Johnson, who was shown by one Congressional seniority system. hon-stature. Higgs alerted his audience to 
ed tale nomination of ttie state Demo- poll to be in control of 79% of the Ba<'kgTound For A<'tion CouragPous Work<'rs watch the present Supreme Court 
cratic party C'onvention in August, state's votes. Within Missi!;sippi's political web Hj.ggs praised the "enormously case of U.S. v. Miss., which dlal-
but was defeated by a solid margin (Continued on page Three) the only hope for action appeared. to !;UC'cessful" COFO summer workers lenges all Miss. voting laws and to 
of voters for Bellotti in tlhe Septem- --------=--=----------------=--=---:::- in Mississippi and claimed that their look for the possible formation of a 
ber 12 primary election. Peabody's Problem of Poverty Tackled·, presence and the interest whioh they majority Republican party in Miss. 
displacement was startling, but aroused made the Freedom Demo-
neither unprecedented or bard to F } p } 'F ' 0 cratic Party possible. Jewett Loans Prints 
explain. acu ty ane orum pener "If it had not been for fue women 
Many commentators maintain that on the Credentials Committee. the To College Student 
Peabody ruined his chances for re- The complex problem of w.hat to decision to make poverty a cam- Freedom Democrats would have 
election in his first ninety days in do about poverty involves so many paign issue." In analyzing voting been nothing but a flash in a pan. Wellesley students have the unique 
office. As soon as inaugurated, he factors that one approach is insuf· trends on t>he Economic Opportunity They had magnificent courage," he opportunity of hanging original 
sponsored a pay raise ror the state ficient. Act, he slhowed tlhat most Northern continued. prints in their own dormitory rooms 
legislature, t>he abolition of capital For this reason, the discussion 00 Democrats were in favor, most Re- Corruption On All J,evels ror only three dollars a school year. 
punishment, and a revenue program "Poverty" held last Monday. t'he publicans were opposed, and South· Courage was not always enougih. The annual print rental will be 
whieb called ror substantial increases First Forum program of the year, em Democrats split on the issue in At the Convention political blackmail· held October 7 to 14. nie works will 
in income taxes. Even before inau- included an economic approach pre- both the House and Senate. The ing on even the highest level oc- !hang on the second floor ball of 
guration, Peabody won enemies by sented by Mr. Funk, a political view Southern voting, which he found curred. Jewett Arts Center. Students inter-
attempting to block tJhe re-election of represented by Mr. SC'hecter, and "most interesting," illustrated tthat More shocking than t-he Soutbern ested may register for a certain pic-
Speaker of t!he House Thompson, socia theories forwarded by Mrs. the depressed Appaladhian states 1horror stories of petty officials to ture there, but must pay at the of-
(wbo has since been indicted.) Giele. strongly favored anti-poverty legis- which society is becoming inured, fice berore taking it. 
The Television Image The Economics of Poverty lation while conservative states such was Higgs' revelation of the story lntercoUeclate Program 
Supporters of the Governor be- Speaking on "The Economic Mean- as Mississippi, South Carolina, Ala- of a Credentials Committee member In 1956, the International GraliUc 
moan bis appearance on television ing of Poverty," Mr. Funk provided bama and Virginia opposed it. who explained to him, that she could Arts Society initiated a project in six 
as another reason ror his defeat. statistics on income distribution in In treating the effectiveness of not help to bring the seating issue selected colleges and universities to 
Without a doubt Peabody is more ef- the United States and the changes government legislation to alleviate to the floor because t-he Secretary of expose students to and increase their 
fective in an ogensive position and in this distribution over time. The poverty, Mr. Schecter cited Repub- the Army had telepJloned her to tell appreciation of original works. 1be 
was forced into a defensive one, c'hief problem tie stressed was tihat_ lican criticism and Democratic argu- h er that her 1hushand would be schools were Brown University, In-
botb oy tJhe activities of political op- "income distribution resists quick ments. "Both sides are talking past fired the next day i( her name ap- diana University, Sarah Lawrence 
ponents such as his own Lt.-Governor change over time "so that those on rattler tihan to each other," he said. peared on the report. College, University ot Minnesota, 
Bellotti and by circumstances like the bottom stay tttere. T.he Republicans view welfare mea- From Oonventlon to Congress Syracuse University, and Wellesley 
the Shooting of t!hree policemen in In showing income distribution, sures as increasing tJhe size of the Far from being discouraged, t.he College. A grant, given by the Rock-
Massachusetts just after the capital Mr. Funk noted that the ll.lpper 20% bureaucracy, as a political gimmick, Freedom Democrat party now hopes efeller Foundation, one of the laun<ib-
punishment controversy. of the population receive 44% of the and as encouraging delinquency, eit-her to unseat Mississippi's five ing supporters of the IGAS, was 
One leading state legislator who is national income while tlhe ower 20% while the Democrats argue that po. congressmen or to strip them of their matctled by the Lessing J. Rosen-
devoted to t-he Governor and worked receive only 5% a situation wructh verty and do-nothingness are caus- all-important seniority rigtits. wald Foundation. 
ror his campaign was quoted as say- seems to persist in most advanced ing the delinquency. 11he predominantly liberal Demo- Fifty framed and glassed original 
ing "I did everything possible to help western countries. The "poor" de- No Easy Answers cratic Caucus legally could take prints were given tree of dlarge to 
him get re-elected. But I'm afraid fined aS those with a family income With her query, "Will legislation &way seniority, and Higgs seemed each of ttle schools. The only stipu-
that the image he projected on tele- of $3000 ·0r ess-are usualy farmers, raise people out of poverty?", Mrs. to over-estimate the party's anger lation was that tihe school should 
vision was tlhat of a bumbler and a minority groups, old people and wo- Giele launched into her speecit on with its non-Johnson supporters and collect two to three dollars rental 
boob." men and many factors tend to per- tile sociological and psycltological recists in assuming that they might (Continued on page Seven) 
Loud Campaigning petuate this stratification. aspects of poverty. Her argument ==---------:---------------=~:._ ___ _ 
Alerted to t!he possibilities of last- Politically Speaking was that tthe circumstances sur- p d JY7. •th c • 
minute vote commitments by Gov- Mr. Schecter 's discussion concen.- round the poor deprive them of many rocee JIY i autwn 
ernor Peabody's surprise victory in trated on the most recent anti-pover- middle class values and dlaracteris-
1962, both candidates are working ty legislation which, he said, arose tics that they need in order to rise. 
bard. VOipe may well be helped by from " Johnson's essentially personal (Continued on page Eight) 
Music Faculty To 
'I1he first Jewett concert of the 
year, to be performed by members 
of the college faculty, will take place 
this Sunday, October ll, at 8 p.m. in 
Jewett auditorium. Practical music 
instructors Ruth Posselt Burgin, vio-
lin, David Barnett, piano, Eugene 
Lehner, viola, and Alfred Zighera, 
cello, will present the program of 
Mozart, Brahms, and Stravinsky. 
Mrs. Burgin, well known violinist 
and wife of tbe assistant conductor 
of die Boston Symphony, appeared 
last season with the Sym}b>ny as 
80loist in Hindemitn'a violin concerto. 
Mr. Barnett, pianist and eomposer, 
wu a aolo recitalist last year in 
tours of the East and' Mid-West, and 
WU commissioned by the Harvard 
Mu.sic Asaociation to write a dwn-
ber music compodtion. 
A violln1st in tbe Boston Sym-
phony, Mr. Lehner was elected last 
year to membership in the Academy 
of Arts and Letters. Mr. Zig1lera, 
also a member of the Boston Sym-
phony, is equally well known ror his 
playing of the viola da gamba. 
Three Eras 
'Ibree totally different eras of 
music: the classical, romantic, and 
modern, will be represented by the 
three selections on the program, 
each piece being recognized as repre-
sentative of its composer. 
In the classical era, the piano was 
llhe central instrument in the quar-
tet. This can be seen ln Mozart's 
Plano Quartet in E-fiat Major, the 
first selection on die program, yet 
Mozart has here begun to enlarge the 
responsibility of die other instru-
ments beyond the convention ot that 
time tor chamber musie. Brahms' 
Perform 
Piano Quartet in G minor is one of 
his earlier wor~, yet each move-
ment is thoroughly illustrative of his 
masterful style, especially the last 
movement written in a true Hun-
garian flavor. Mrs. Burgin and Mr. 
Barnett will close the program per-
forming Stravinsky's Dao Coacer· 
taate for violin and piano, composed 
in 1932. The spirit and form of the 
five short, contrasting movements of 
this piece indicate Stravinsky's inter-
est in the pastoral poetry of anti-
quity. Rhythmically, ttlis piece is 
l4boroughly Stravinsky, while its 
folk-type melodlc . interest ls less 
tamillar to bis style. 
1be rmsic library has placed the 
scores of all three pieces on reserve 
for the convenience ot students who 
wish to famillarize tbemaelves with 
the music before the concert. 
by Karen Rosenthal '67 
The Puritan Ethic ret&U'M to Well .... ~t 
. -·· .. •··-' 
Page Two 
Clandestine 
Most students are still unaware of the 
content of the letters about overnight 
permissions sent to their parents on 
September 23. Why unaware? Unaware 
because no copies of the letters were dis-
tributed on campus, none posted, and no 
explanation made of the ·changes in 
types of perniissions available or the 
new position taken by the College on 
over-night destinations. 
News has printed the letter sent to 
parents of soph~mores, juniors and 
seniors on page three of this issue. This 
letter was mailed from Mrs. Tenney's 
office; a similar one was mailed from 
Mrs. Francois to the parents of fresh-
men. The letters have in common the 
aim of facilitating .the proc.ass of getting 
parental permission for overnight trips 
in a way which leaves Wellesley College 
absolutely absolved of responsibility. 
Unfortunately, the letters also share a 
tone of conspiratory analysis, a tone 
which seems to indicate that the ques-
tion of overnight permissions is best set-
tled between parents ~d College auth-
orities without being discussed with or 
explained to the students concerned. 
It seems incredible that the arranging 
of overnight regulations should be in 
any way clandestine. Yet the permission 
letters sent to parents defined as unap-
prove~ over-night destinations "unchap-
eroned hotels, rooming houses, or apart-
ments"a restriction which is not listed in 
Communique 
the gray book, was not legislated by 
Senate, and has never before been made 
public (or even semi-private.) The re-
striction is an unabashed statement of 
preference---it does not forbid the par-
ent to extend a blanket permission, yet 
the implication is undeniable that an 
open Eermission which includes all 
hotels, apartments and rooming houses 
outside the Boston area is below the 
standards of Wellesley . Gollege. Such 
overnight addresses are made to sound 
vaguely immoral and improper, whereas 
in fact, few other possible accommoda-
tions are available to the girl who goes 
to a distant men's college for a weekend. 
It seems regrettable t}l.at the letters 
were sent just after the reopening of 
college, so that discussion between par-
ents and daughters about pertinent ad-
dresses and week-end plans must be car-
ried on by letter or telephone. Rather 
than the conviction that "the college 
student of today is inclined to be im-
patient of regulations which require her 
parents' permission, feeling that this is 
an infringement of her own adult 
rights," might not a permission letter 
emphasize that every filial relationship 
is different, that decisions between 
members of a family are best made di-
rictly, and that the rate of growth of a 
daughter's independence is speeded by 
allowing her to participate in decisions 
which involve her. 
Where, Oh Where 
Sunday - strollers, Library - dreamers 
and campus-aesthetes have sorely miss-
ed the fountain in Longfellow Pond. For 
Wellesley students, the fountain seemed 
to illustrate the bard's own suggestion in 
his poem, Sonl!O River. 
"Be not like a stream that brawls 
Loud with shallow waterfalls, 
But in quiet self-control 
Link together soul and soul." 
Where, oh where, is the missing f oun-
tain? 
The fountain's disappearance gave us 
the hint that it did not come from a nat-
ural source, but was instead a man-made 
creation. Upon inquiry, we discovered 
from the Department of Buildings and 
Grounds that someone had merely for-
gotten to turn the fountain on. 
Now the fount is flowing again, al-
though its stream is smaller than l\efore 
because of corrosion in its pipes. How-
ever, we have word from the Depart-
ment of Buildings and Grounds that the 
pipes will soon be fixed and that the 
fount will once more flow at its former 
graceful, yet inspiring, height. 
Impanelled 
The fkst Forum faculty panel of the 
year was stringently academic as it clar-
ified the economic, sociological, and po-
litical aspects of poverty, focusing on 
the recently passed Economic Oppor-
tunity Act. While the topic was timely 
and the faculty competent, the impact of 
the latter on the former did not make a 
lively evening. 
The panel rarely acted as a panel, if 
we mean by that a composite of varied 
opinion. Rather, each member gave a 15-
minute lecture, and questions followed. 
The faculty membe!'lf seemed to be re-
luctant to venture away from their 
specific fields, where they were tied by 
facts, into the realm of informed judg-
ments. Thus they did not adequately 
present to their audience the panorama 
of problems and possibilities the war on 
poverty encomp~uch as the prob-
lem of genuinely altering psychological 
attitudes of the 4.0 million poor, or the 
possibility of chronic · unemployment in 
spite of massive retraining programs. 
On the whole the panel members did 
not seem to get "involved" in their 
audience, though a few of the answers 
began to touch on crucial issues. The 
panel never reached the level of dynam-
ism it could have reached. 
The basic hesitancy that was evident 
might have been off-set if the panel had 
been conceived as a panel discussion. We 
recommend that future panels include 
intra-panel questjoning, rebuttal, and 
any other form of exchange among 
panel members. A minor conflict would 
illuminate a topic more than any single 
question - a.ud - answer. If departmental 
approaches seem too diverse to enable 
their spokesmen to say anything to each 
other on one subject, then the human-
ities are lost in a limbo of fragmented 
cultures, in which no one dares say any-
thing without thorough study and un-
yielding surety. 
At a school where students have been 
criticized for be~g reluctant to speak 
up, commit themselves, or differ with 
authorities, it is puzzling but significant 
~ find what seems to be a similar reluc-









by Pam Walter '65 
A "Touch of the Poet." currently 
at the Charles Playh>use, has more 
than a touch of the fearful insight 
and brilliant expression of both au-
thor and players. Eugene O'Neill's 
last full-length play embodies many 
aspects of human experience and 
emotion-often with sympathetic 
warmth, often with disquieting clar-
ity. 
Higjh-spirited repartees, lusty Irish 
folk songs, sardonic humor, revela-
tions of the deepest and most inti-
mate emotion, incantations - alter-
nately fevered and despondent - of 
a shattered man . . . all wonderfully 
apparent in the script, are broug1rt to 
life and immediacy by the vibrant 
acting of the Charles' cast. 
Tawdry Tavern 
The action takes place outside of 
Boston in 1828, in a tavern which, 
like its inhabitants, has seen better 
days. Con Melody, or "Major Corne-
lius Melody, one time of His Majes-
ty's Seventh Dragoons," as he insists 
upon being known, is ostensibly tile 
Irish gentleman who has run upon 
hard days, having emigrated to Am-
erica and been tricked into buying 
an out-0t-the-way, nearly defunct 
tavern. 
Hands-ome, psuedo · urbane, Con 
Melody lives on a surfeit of drink 
and a surfeit of pride, Wlhich is based 
on memories of a past - half truth 
c::nd half fancy - w'hich he will not 
relinquiSJh. His excellence in dueling 
and in the army, his amazingly fre-
quent and successful encounters with 
the opposite sex, his education, and 
his one-time weaJt:h, are the true half 
of his past. But tihe idea that he was 
ever a gentleman - by heritage or 
by inclination - is utter fancy. Yet 
he clings fervently ro the symbols of 
his gentility . . . his stilted courtesy, 
his carefully preserved uniform 
which be dons every year on the 
anniversary of his most glorious bat-
tle, 'his hatred for that presidential 
candidate of the masses Andrew 
Jackson, and his beloved thorough-
bred mare. 
Wounded Pride 
For all this pretense, it is not in· 
frequent that, bis pride piqued by 
the sordid reaJity of his drunkenness 
and poverty, his peasant wife and 
scornful daughter, his violent tem-
perrnent is unleaShed in insults and 
acusations against his family. A 
brutal strain pervades the play in 
his insistence that his seduction of 
and subsequent marriage to Nora 
are responsible for his despicable 
situation. Leigh Wharton performs 
with sensitivity and poise in this 
extremely demanding role. 
Nora Melody, Con's wife, reputed 
to have been the most beootiful girl 
in Ireland at the time of her mar-
riage, is now homely with sorrow 
and toil, worn with premature age. 
In direct contrast to Con, she ac-
cepts her inferior social position and 
the brutality of her husband with 
submissiveness. Her only pride is in 
iher absolutely unremitting and most-
ly unrequited love for her husband. 
Excellent Iiiterpretation 
Katherine Squire's interpretation 
of this character is a triumph of un-
derstanding. She is presented as 
blessedly meek, but surely not poor 
in spirit. Here is a wealth of wisdom 
and feeling, a well-spring of good 
humor, and a toocb of wit. 
Twenty-year-Old Sara Melody is 
more like her fadler than she under-
stands. Pretty and bright, she Shares 
the warm, loving spirit of her mo-
ther, but it is most often submerged 
under stronger motives and emotions 
of pride, bitterness, and ambition. 
These conflicting traits are the 
source of the paradox of Sara's per-
sonality. She experiences life fierce-
ly, alternating between intense 
warmth and intense wrafu. She bit-
terly blames her father for his weak-
ness and his selfishness, for his fak. 
ery and foppery. Yet ~e feels deep 
concern and even pride for him. 
Vicious ConDlct 
In one particularly vituperative 
scene, an extension of ms recrimina-
tions against bis wife, Con malici-
ously sug.gests to Sara that she can 
make certain her suit'or will marry 
·her by seducing him and playing on 
his gentleman's honor. The young 
man in question - Simon Harford -
of a weaJtlhy and aristocratic family, 
is a dreamer and a poet of sorts. 
'!!here is the same duplicity in Sara's 
affection for him. Her love for him is 
(Continued on page Seven) 
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Editor "' CMcl CJmMa Vu Bump 'OS 
CllVIL RIGHTS WEEKEND 
IN CAMBRIDGE 
<>CrOBER 9, 10, 11 
To stimulate both moral amt 
financial support for the several 
civil riglhts programs now running 
in various parts of the South, Bos-
ton Friends of SNCC is sponsor-
ing wbat the Mayor of Carnbridgf> 
bas proclaimed as "Civil Rights 
Weekend." Toniglht (Thursday) 
there will be a panel report on 
the Mississippi Summer Project, 
to be held in the First Unitarian 
Churob in Cambridge Cott H~ 
van\ Square) at 8 p.m. Panelists 
will include Dr. Robert Coles, 
ohild pscbiatrist at Harvard; Ro-
bert Zellner, SNCC Field Secre-
tary; and Mrs. Ann Cooper, a 
Boston Lawyer and project work-
er. On Saturday night, Oct. 10, a 
folk concert featuring Tom Rush, 
John Hammond, Ray Pong, and 
Taj Majal will be given at Rindge 
Tech. Auditorium (Broadway and 
Irving in Cambridge). The con-
cert is at 8 p.m.; admission is $1 
for students and $2 for otbers. A 
third item is an art show to be 
held today throogh Sunday on the 
fence across trom Cambridge 
Common. The work of local art-
ists and of men suob as Baskin 
and Kupferman will be displayed. 
Proceeds from the concert and the 
art show will go to the Student 
Non-Violent Co-Ordinating Com-
mittee. 
State Politics ... 
(Continued from page One) 
Split Tickets Ukely 
Yet Massacthusetts voters are ha-
bitual ticket-splitters. Volpe won in 
1960 at tile same time that President 
Kennedy was polling 60% of tbe 
state's votes, and the two safest cam-
paigns this fall are being run by 
Democratic Senator Kennedy and 
Republican Attorney-General Brooke. 
Volpe has no intention of running 
on the merits of GoldWater yet may 
win traditional Republican votes 
while at the same time gathering 
the support of the "Republicans For 
Johnson'' crowd. 
Local Issues 
Besides trading and dodging refer-
ences to the national contest, both 
gubernatorial candidates have taken 
positions on controversial local is-
sues. In television and newspapers in-
terviews Bellotti has approved the in· 
stitution of a state lottery, directed 
(like the New Hampshire one) to the 
support of education. Volpe calls the 
~ea a "snare and a delusion" both 
on the grounds of its impracticality 
as a regular and dependable revenue 
and because of its " moral pitfalls." 
Volpe endorses the proposed refer-
endum to limit sharply the powers of 
the Governor's Council, cllampioning 
tile proposal as another step toward 
improving the political climate in 
Massachusetts. Bellotti claims that 
the council is essential to balance the 
power of the executive. He himself 
has been a member of the Council, 
and served while it was under scru-
tiny by the Crime Commission which 
Volpe created. 
Both candidates are in favor of 
Changing the term of governor to a 
four-year one. 
by Jane Steidemann '65 
Miaa Clapp and Glenn Gould. 
Pianist Glenn Gou/a Lectures On 
Cont,emporary Composer's Work 
by Ellen 111/fe '66 
Arnold Sohoenberg " typified the 
dilemma of the contemporary musi-
cal situation in what I think was a 
very special way," said Glenn Gould, 
noted Canadian pianist, in his talk 
"A Perspective on Arnold Schoen-
berg," the first of tile 1964-65 Wilson 
Lectures. 
Mr. Gould's sensitive and informa-
tive discussion, illustrated with ex-
cerpts from Schoenberg's work made 
it clear llhat the composer, born in 
Austria in 1874, created a new lan-
guage in music from his own per-
sonality as well as from bis musical 
heritage. 
"Invention and Execution" 
A distinction must be made be-
tween Schoenberg's evolutionary im-
portance and bis greatness as a com-
poser, Mr. Gould said. To be avant-
garde is not automatically to be 
good. He contrasted Sohoenberg with 
Ridhard Strauss, whose music, al-
~bough considered old-fashioned, is 
technically excellent. He himself 
considers Schoenberg bol!h a crucial 
influence on music and "one of ttle 
greatest composers who ever lived." 
Mr. Goold found it helpful to ap-
proach Schoenberg's career from a 
chronological viewpoint, dividing it 
into four sections. He set Schoenberg 
into tlhe larger context of musical 
history by a comparison of the early 
seventeenth century wibh the early 
twentiettl. Although the lecture prob-
ably was more intelligible to those 
with some lmowledge of music 
theory, it seemed to appeal to tile 
entire audience. 
Initiates Change of Direction 
'I1be seventeenth century was a per-
iod of change from the predominant-
ly melodic (linear) music of ~ 
Renaissance, written in modes, to 
tonal, harmonic {vertical) music. 
The new music, sudt as that by 
Bach and Monteverdi, was a "simpli-
fication" of the earlier. By the 
late nineteenth century, however, 
tonal music had become increasingly 
complex and indefinable, striving for 
expressive effects which were not 
meant to be analyzed and which 
were often contrary to the "rules" of 
music. 
Schoenberg's music, Mr. Gould con-
tinued, represents a simplification 
in the reverse direction - from tonal 
back to linear. He emphasized Scho-
enberg 's constant effort to rationalize 
music, to make it objective and lo-
gical. 
Began as Traditionalist 
Sclloenberg's first period however, 
was tonal, with much the same emo-
tional atmosphere as some of 
Strauss' work. 
He pointed out that Schoenberg's at-
titude was already experimental and 
problem-setting, while Strauss was 
concerned with dramatic ideas. 
Dissonance - the departure from 
traditional key-structures and from 
chords based on triads - became 
more important in Schoenberg's work 
until tonality was displaced entirely, 
as in the very short, sharp piano 
pieces of 1910-1911. Then, for ten 
years, he wrote almost nothing, try-
ing to orient ihimseU in bis new world 
of dis.wnance. 
Musical, Not Social Development 
At this point. Mr. Gould br iefly 
discussed rhe relation of the artist 
and history. "I do not believe 
that the chaos in the world (before 
World War One) had anything to do 
with atonality," he said. 
"The world knew what suf-
fering could mean long before Kaiser 
Wilhelm came along." He added that 
reaction to suffering may be ex-
pressed in many different ways. 
There may be some correlations be-
tween artistic and social change, he 
said, but it is "very d'angerous" to 
generalize about a "procedural 
change within an artistic discipline." 
Schoenberg broke his period of sil-
ence with some of the "most entirely 
happy products of his life." Para-
doxically, Mr. Gould said these imag-
inative pieces, reminiscent of 
gigues, canons, minuets, and other 
eig'hteenth-century forms, were based 
on a very strict mathematical inven-
tion, the tone-row, or twelve-tone 
tedhnique. 
This third phase, however, was a 
(Continued on page Eight) 
66 Groans From Grumpy Grape 
by Jane McHale '66 
Squoosh, squoosh, squoom 
Across tlhe tennis court plopped a 
plump grape in tennis shoes wailing, 
"0 me, o my, I'm late for a date 
and they woo't wait. Oh how sour the 
day bas gone. In wind, under pres-
sure, I search but never do I find." 
Very mystified by a tennis-playing 
grape, I invited him to tea but tie 
had wait-on and was late fol' this 
beloved nightly rite. Yet, I couldn't 
refrain from asking what he was 
looking for and wlhy he was late. 
"Alas, I spend too long in the 
fields," he said, "so never do I find 
love and happiness. All I find are 
pansies, violets and dried bones. No 
longer do I go to my life with joy." 
I suggested he needed a stu<tr 
break or a vacation from bis grape 
nut'hut or a Weldle's cocktail party. 
"One musn't be too intellectual, YoU 
!mow," I said, "and then again, one 
can't go all native." 
"Don't ~dvise me, you de,':'ilish, I shout~ as he picked up bis 66 comic 
yellow-bellied green grape, he books and dried up. 
Civil Rights TutorialProgram 
Provides Students Challenge 
by Mandy Hawe1, '65 
Chainntm of c;vil Rights Grotlf> 
For " ltlose of us who can't go to Civil Rights Group (campus sponsor) 
Mississippi," as the saying goes, anticipates many more - after Ju-
there remains the creative challenge nior Show, after November 3, and, 
posed by the tutorial program of the for freshmen, starting second sem-
Boston ohapter of the Northern Stu- ester. Those Mio apply should realize 
dent Movement. Tutorial is a major flhat tutorial means a weekly oom-
e!fort to combat the dillioolties en- mitment to a child - pemaps five 
countered ·Jy the Negro child living hours or more. Furthermore, al· 
in a ghetto environment Remedial though both NSM and ttie campus 
help in reading or math, special group are working on car pool ar· 
coaching in a foreign language, or rangements, applicants dlould be 
encouragement of a hidden talent prepared to spend both the time and 
are tihe most familiar-though by no money required for weekly trips to 
means the only positive weapons Roxbury. 
used by NSM tutors in an uphill bat-
tle against the related problems of 
inadequate schools, lack of motiva-
tion, depression, and disillusionment. 
Clearly, possession of both a lively 
imagination and dogged determina-
tion is as important for these teach-
ers as is a substantial amount of 
"book learning." 
Students Needed 
This year over fifty students have 
already applied to tutor and the 
Applications may be secured from 
the campus CO-Ordinators for NSM, 
Barb Bywater and Pat Engle in 
Cazenove. 
There will be a required meeting 
for all prospective tutors on Wednes-
day, October 14, at 7:30 at tile Tre-
mont Methodist Church in Boston. 
Buses will leave Founders Parking 
Lot at 7:00. Assignments will be 
made immediately after the meeting. 
WE L LES L EY C QtL'TL"'iE:iG'O°Ei:--------~ 
WELLESLEY 11. MASSAOIUSETTS 
OfrlCI OP THI 
DlllC'tOA Of &UlDINCl 
2' SeptHber 1964 
To tho Paren to ot Sopho.orea , Juniors, and Seni ore: 
Kost ot you. I aa aure, are aware of our regulations rep.rdinc 
overnight permiooiona tor upperolaso students at Vollealey Colloce 
So that you 11&7 have theee in convenient fora , there ia enclosed u; 
thia lotter a reprint ot that aeotion of the Collece Govol'tlll8nt Hand-
book which deals vitb such absence . Vo teal that you ae parent• boat 
know your daupter and her degree of maturitJ and should rightly as-
sume responsibility with her tor her O'Hrnight abeencea troa tho 
Colloce. The collece otudent of today ia 1.nolinod to be impatient ot 
regulations which require her parents' ponai aaion, feeling that thi• 
is an 1nfrincHent of ber OVJl adult richto. Va believe however tbat 
there is still need for 1our appronl ot her aotivi ties'. 30118 c~llegea 
for wo""n have aoved to e l illinate social reg\UAtiona, while othera hold 
to tho traditional aafeguar da ot chaperonap. Velleale7 baa endenored 
to maintain a middle position , eeek~ to preserve the uniqua advantegea 
of a OOlllllWli tJ wbere young women live tocether a life which 1a uricbed 
but not disrupted b1 eeaociation with the wider co...ru.ty. 
On the •ncloae4 reprint, you will note tho three t11>0a of per-
miasiona which you uy give 1our daughter. The t i rat i a a general 
penlliaaion for t!-ipa outside our immediate neighborhood the Boston 
area; the aecond i a a l1.m1 ted. peraiaaion which you uy ~refer tor such 
tripa to a diatance j the tb.ird r elates t o the Boston area alone. With-
out specific permiaeicn rrom home , an1 student uy atay at the following 
placea : cna ot the Coll•8'1-AJ>provod hotel• wHch have special chaperoned 
floors for college women . at the women's doraitoriea ot q._ther college& 
or at the ho""" of parent. ot other Vellealey atudenta. In order to ' 
atay at any other place, ahe needa your written peraieeion. Ve do not 
approve of unchaperon•d hotels, rooalng houaee, or apartaenta , and ve 
request that you adhere to the College'• atandarda in tbia regard. 
You will find the peraiaeion toraa encloeed. If you wish to uao 
:? 8~~.:~••• tor 1our daughter, they are to be aent direotl,y to hor Bead 
Your wishes fe r your daughter are ot gru t importance to ua. 
Please feel free to co1U1ul t with me at any ti•• regard.inc our soci al 
regulations. 
?.~.='!: · r~ 
Director ot Reaidence 
Sample of the ~etter concerning overnight permlalona aent ~o parenta 
of Sophomores, Juniors, and Seniora. See editorial on page two. 
mistak es ... 
ERASE WITHOUT A TRACE 
O N EATON'S CORRASABLE BOND 
Dun_'t sell you rself short al the keyboard. Typin~ t'rrors 
don t -.how on Corra-.ahle. Ealon'i; pa per with the specia l 
~11 rfac:l' makes pcrf<"cl papers possible every time, the 
first lime. i\n ordinary penci l eraser makes a ruh·out a 
d neh with never a telltale t race of evidence. 
Corrii..,ahle is available in li.,h t 
medium, heavy wc i l!h ts a;d. 
Onion Sk in. In handy JOO.sheet 
pack<'ls and SQQ.,.heel ream 
Linxe-.. On ly Eaton make~ 
Corrii--able. 
A Herh hire 1~ pewri ler Paper 
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Mississippi Report Continues as s 
by ]lltU St~ '65 
Part Two 
Note: The names used af'e false, 
to pf'event "N Of'them publicity" 
ff'om endangering fu,.the,. those 
whom local 1'etaliatfgn has not dis-
cou,.aged. 
"I'm not quitting. I'd like to do 
somefaing more in the Movement," 
Andrew Johnson, a Negro in Clarks-
dale, Mississippi, said to me. "I'll 
take some more people on my place 
if you need me." 
Mr. Johnson had been fired from 
Ibis city construction job the day 
after he housed an integrated group 
of actors from the Free Southern 
Theatre. 
I said, badn't he also got arrested 
that day? 
He sh<1ok his head. "No." He was 
puzzled, then-"Oh, you mean that 
ticket I got. I just paid it, so's I don't 
have to go t'o court." 
A few days later a white man, a 
plantation owner, pricked by con-
science when COFO workers were 
snubbed at churcfl, spoke hesitantly 
to me on the pbone: "I believe we 
should meet with you COFO workers, 
but I've decided that it can't be at 
our house. It's not that I'm afraid but 
the police would follow your car, and 
they would never forget Nlat it was 
our house you went t'o." 
Social Conformity 
The similarity that unites these two 
incidents is that these people's ac-
tions were not based primarily on 
fear. Fear doesn't need to come up 
when social conformity is just as 
effective. Bot·h men acted out of-
what shall I say?-polity, perhaps. 
Andrew Johnson is not afraid of the 
police, or of losing another job, if 
1he gets one; he just tihinks it's 
smarter not to go to court. Robert 
Green, the planter, could, if he 
wanted, have the courage to stand 
up to Ben Collins. but he'd rather not 
risk it for something that's "not his 
cause." 
There is \hope for Andrew Jdhnson; 
Ille merely needs t'o learn that defense 
in court (in spite of immediate con-
viction) is a mel_l.ns of challenging 
SPECIALIZING IN 
Passport Photos 
Plus Photos For 
Appllcatlons, Licenses, etc. 
CUSTOM PHOTO FRAMES 
BU BERT'S 
PHOTO SUPPLIES 
83 Central St., Wellesley 
CEdar 5-0620 
the system. I think there is less h>pe 
for Mr. Green; he does not want to 
challenge the system and will resist 
change to the end. 
Negroes ChaUenge System 
So it is Negroes wno are challeng-
ing, and not because of "outside 
agitat'ors." For fifteen years the 
Negro commmlity of Clarksdale has 
been slowly coalescing into genuine 
though limited resistance under the 
local NAACP. 
Mr. John Elbert is one of the older 
Negro men who have been part of 
the change. An intelligent man, with 
an S~de education, he had long 
accepted-and even used to his rela-
tive advantage-tihe degrading pa-
ternalistic plantation system. He 
smiles now as he recalls that he 
used to throw white perch back int'o 
the river, because only white folks 
could have white percil, and Negroes 
had to take the buffalo fish, cfleapest 
and boniest. 
Degrading Traditions 
He does not smile when he men-
tions other things, like the sexual 
treatment of some Negro women by 
some white men, even today, and 
the fantastically disproportionate 
danger a Negro man is in if he ap-
pears to step out of line in the least. 
Mr. Elbert's bitterness is some-
times involuntary, as was his wife's 
comment when a Negro bishop on TV 
said the benediction at the Democra-
tic National Convenili>n: "I guess no-
body wanted to do it, so they let the 
Negro." 
Pif'kcr To Pay Boss 
This family has been able to 
escape tile common scourge of pov-
erty through good luck, will power, 
and careful planning. Mr. Elbert 
worked up from cotton picker to 
"pay boss" where, in season, he 
earned a lot because he was trust-
worthy. (The people today who work 
in the fields dlopping cotton earn $3 
a day for a l~hour day.) When he 
moved into Clarksdale be worked in 
tile oil mill, still non-unionized, where 
he earned about half as much as a 
white man who was learning from 
!him. Saving and planning, he was 
able to attain modest comfort for 
his family. 
However, when his wife tried to 
buy a me. · beneficial insurance pol-
icy, which cost more, she was re-
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by Jane Steidemann "65 
Lafayette Surny, head of Clarks-
dale COFO Project, and native of 
Mississippi, stand before Freedom 
House. 
jected because that policy is not sold 
t'o Negroes. 
Poverty 
Wlhen the family tried to get a low-
interest FHA (Federal Housing 
Authority) loan, the bank would not 
give it to them; they were finally 
forced to borrow money by bits from 
loan companies and they paid 50 or 
60 per cent interest. 
by Jane Steidemann "6') 
Freedom House, headquarters for COFO In Clarksdale and gathering 
place for community children, nearly deserted early Sunday morning. 
The Elberts pay to send tileir chil-
dren to ttle local Negro Catlwlic 
Scoool, although they themselves are 
Baptists. The Catholic school is bet-
ter than the Negro public schools. 
Most people in our side of Clarks-
dale were not so lucky as Mr. Elbert. 
Our neighborthood was bounded on 
one side by the river and a dump, 
on anoVher by tile railroad, and it 
ended near the chemical (called 
poison) plant, where the odor from 
the factor~ was at first nearly un-
berable. In home location as in 
everything else, the Negroes obvi-
ously get the left-0vers. Few roads 
are paved, the houses have two or 
three rooms, yards are tiny and tree-
less and everytlhing seems worn out. 
'Ilhere are no parks a Negro can 
go to--<>nly a few dU5ty and treeless 
playgrounds. There is a small li-
brary, but hardly adequate. 
by Jane Steidemann '65 
Baptist chapel where Freedom School was held dally this summer. 
The only eUect of the Civil Rights 
Bill rhis summer was to integrate the 
whites' library-but city authorities 
took out all the seats. 
No Integration 
Clarksdale's sohools were supposed 
to be integrated thls fall. It was one 
of the the four school districts in 
Mississippi that were under Federal 
Court orders to present a plan for 
desegregating the schools. The 
Clarksdale School Board did present 
a plan: complete re-zoning supposedl-
ly on the basis of the "neigihbomood" 
school. 
In one neighborhood Negroes would 
have been assigned to a white school 
-so the city sold the part where 
Negroes lived t'o the county, so they 
would go to the Negro county school, 
not affected by the Federal order. 
A number of whites were districted 
into previously all-Negro districts, so 
a private school was set up for them 
in the YJlhite Baptist Church. 
One of my Freedom School stu-
dents told me about her high school 
whidh is in the county. A year or 
two ago, when the school needed a 
bus to send its football team to other 
schools, Vhe only way to get the funds 
(apparently) was by sending tile stu-
dents out to earn money picking cot-
ton. On one day each week the 9th 
grade would take off school and go 
to the fields, fue next day, the 10th 
grade, and so on, through the two 
grades of "junior college" that the 
school contains. This continued 
tthroughout the cotton-picking season. 
Evaluation 
I would like to make an attempt at 
evaluation of the project as a whole, 
rrot in its specific programs whidt 
are individual and uneven, but, 
rather, a statement about the impact 
of the summer project. I am speak-
ing from my own experience prim-
arily and my views are not official 
views, necessarily. 
There must be change in the South, 
in Mississippi and the hard-core 
areas of the ottier Deep South states. 
But the wQlites resent COFO's "inter-
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146 E. CENTRiAJ. ST., MA.TICK 
ference" and may use COFO as an-
other excuse to resist change. 
They have said 1lhat we are "out-
side agitat'ors" and that tile Negroes 
did not want us. We answer that a 
sizable proportion of the population 
of their state asked us to come and 
are glad we were there. 
Some say they were doing all they 
could fur tale Negroes, that we do 
not understand the situation, that we 
Ollg1bt to go home and take care of 
our own problems. 
But in spite of what tflese \\/bites 
say, (or what they were trying to 
do), very little was being done, in 
fact nothing, to put the "Southern 
way of life" in line with decency and 
reason. Out of their desperation, 
Mississippi Negroes asked for help 
from North.em whites. 
\Vblte'a Default 
It would be a lot easier if soutDem 
whites began to listen to Negro de-
mands and t'o pave the way for the 
changes that must come. But due to 
Mle white's century-long default of 
responsibility, Negroes will have to 
not only make the demands, but for-
tify them wilb political and econom-
ic power. 
The future Is bleak for both sides. 
It seems to me, in general, that the 
v.1lites do not have any idea how 
much in earnest the Negroes are; in 
Negroes know the white man ls in 
earnest (he bas been successtul for 
so long) but they are not very sym-
pathetic to bis plea for "IDOl"e time." 
The COFO project gave Negroes 
some hope. It did not appreciably 
raise the percentage of registered 
Negro voters (still about 7 per cent 
of tile Negroes) or the educational 
level, but it encouraged them to 
push on. 
Finally, it brought some change. 
Said a Negro, "For the first time a 
white and Negro can walk down the 
street together in Clarksdale. You've 
accomplished tMlt much." 
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tdents Respond to Criticism of State 
Claims Mlssissippi Reportage 
Reflects Disturbing Bias 
To the Editor: I to their ability to do so. One could 
. . , . expect mu<il the same reaction, cer-
In Miss Steidem~nn s article <P8;11 tainly hostility and possibly even vio-
l~ ~n ~er wt>rk with COFO in Mis- lence, on going into a mountain com-
~ipp1_. I ~ very ~u~ aware of a munity and trying to abolish stills. 
distll;1'bmg bias ~uch, it seems !<> There have also been cases where 
me, l~ prevalent m most news media civil rights wt>rkers have gone into 
in this country today. The press Mississippi and decided, having con-
~~ .to .want to use tbe state of sidered the situation in their area, 
Missis~ippi as a scapegoa~; a means that they were not needed there. 
of ~aY!~g a~ ttw: door .of . local pre- However, ~hese events are rarely re-
jud~ce a situation v.ttlch 15 due to a ported by hile news media, alt'hougtt 
basic and unfo~te tendenc_Y ~f they are quick to report a hostile re-
~an natl;11'e to mlStrust 0: ~sen- ception. Moreover, even those work-
mmate agamst anyone who 15 differ- ers who go about their jobs peace-
ent~ be he .black, red •. yellow, or of fully enougb, have a tendency to dis-
a differe~t ideology .or m some cases, credit Mississippi as much as pos-
only a dill~rent ~ial class. sible (as also seems to be the case 
1. would ~e to cite some exam~les with Miss Steidemann). 
w~ch. I think make unn~ces~ 1;111· As fur the harrassments, this is 
~ltca~1o?s . about tthe racial situation something wtiich I feel sure the peo-
m Mississippi. pie of Mississippi regret, as they do 
First of all, Miss Steidemann's ref- tJhe actions of "Uncle Ben Collins." 
erences to the non-accredited Negro But they are not responsible for the 
sdlools in the area where she worked warped minds which will use such 
seem to me to contain an implica- things as racial .t~nsion as an out-
tion of t'he low level of education per- le~. Equal obsceruties have been sus-
mitted Negroes in Mississippi. I feel tained by Wellesley students over 
that it is rat.Gler an indication of a low I l'he phone, and no one blames the 
level of public school education, Ne- peop~e of M~chusetts. 
gro and white, which exists in many This letter JS not meant to con-
parts of the South (due to insufii- done ttie segregationist ideas which 
cient funds for teadhers and facili- exist in much of the country. I wt>uld 
ties). I myself attended a non-accre- !1'1erely like tn see people stop mak-
dited school for four years, and I do ing an exampl~ of Mississippi, when 
not feel that a non-accredited school th: ~me attibudes and problems 
necessarily prohibits an individual "XJst m m8?y par!s of the country. I 
from obtaining as much education as feel t·l>a t Miss Ste1demann decreases 
he wants. the value of her work by casting as-
Her juxtaposition of Clarksdale and 
tlhe county where Emmett Till was 
murdered, I feel is irrelevant. There 
is much unfortunate violence occur-
ring all over the country, and yet 
wnen someone is murdered in most 
communities, there is no insinuation 
that the feelings of the whole sur-
rounding area conc:k>ned the crime. 
As to the reaction of the white 
citizens of Clarksdale to the two 
white girls' living in a Negro llome, 
I don't feel that this is unusual. The 
situation is not a natural one( at this 
time) , and I think that if tbe girls 
had taken residence in a Negro home 
in a Negro district of any part of the 
country, it would have aroused simi· 
lar comment and concern. Admitted· 
ly, Negro "ghettos", as some re-
formers choose to call them, are un-
fortunate, but tlhey are as prevalent 
in lar~e Nortbern cities, and I think 
the same concern, or an even greater 
one, would have been expressed, for 
eaxmple, by New Yorkers for white 
girls who chose to live in Harlem .. 
I also believe t';:it the passive hos· 
tility of the whites, noted by Miss 
Steidemann, is quite understandable. 
It would be hard for Mississippians 
not to resent the influx of crusaders 
from otlher regions who, not having 
lived in the South, can not fully un-
derstand all the factors involved, but 
who are attracted by tile chance to 
right the wrongs in someone else's 
back yard, sometimes seeming to 
ignore the similar situation whidl 
exists at home. Some of these civil 
rights workers go into Mississippi 
and deliberately create disorder and 
illegal disturbance, allhough tiley 
have undoubtedly been carefully in-
structed not to do so. Many, of 
course, go to try to help indivi~ 
to help ttiemselves (as in the case of 
Miss Steidemann's teaching pro-
gram.) But tbey are still minding 
BOmeone else's business, and many 
Mississippians feel that it is their I 
rig,ilt to work out their own problem 
and that these visUors are ar1 insult 
persions on Mississippi, perhaps 
causing others to condemn the state 
instead of 'helping the United State~ 
to work together to accept fue Negro 
into our society. 
Sincerely, 
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Changes Come Without COFO 
(For the reader'; information, 
the writer; of thi; Jetter have exa-
mined thew subject each from a 
different perspective. One, a volun-
teer for the NAACP, spent some 
time this summet' in Jackson, Mis-
sissippi working with the Jackson 
Movement; another moved into the 
state from Penmylvania nine years 
ago; the third is a native of MiJ-
1issippi.) 
To the Editor: 
While we do not cbubt ltbat most of 
the horror stories about "Missis-
sippi: The Closed Society" are sub-
stantially true, nevertheless we 
would like to point to some position 
signs observable in Jackson with re-
spect to the impact of the Civil 
Rights Movement. To begin, a major 
consideratitm and one not often made 
is that Jackson is not Philadelphia, 
Hinds County is not Neshoba, and 
Mayor Thompson is not Sheri.ff 
Rainey. That is to say, tile county 
lines in Mississippi (suggestive of a 
decayed feudal system) can and do 
distin,.auish real attitudinal diUer-
ences on the part of whites toward 
the issue of civil rigilts. While tne 
standard measuring rod for these as-
serted differences is usually the rel-
ative power of the Klan vs. tile Citi· 
zens' Council, a more precise deter-
mination is pePhaps given by a com-
parison of the percentage of ttie 
Negro population which is registered 
by county. As of July, 1963, for ex-
ample, Hinds County led with 13%; 
several of the other 82 counties had 
managed through various and sundry 
techniques to keep the percentage at 
close to zero. 
Significant as suoo statistics are, 
they lack much real meaning without 
a study of the many factors imping-
ing upon them. Looking at the Negro 
community first, it seems clear that 
five years ago the progress of the 
Jackson Movement toward attaining 
full civil rights was only slight; since 
tben a series of projects and events 
!have brought about real victories 
against discrimination. The sit-ins, 
the Freedom Rides, and the tragic 
murder in 1963 of NAACP Field Sec· 
retary, Medgar Evers, have served 
as a composire rallying point for the 
young and the old, the timid and the 
powerless, to press forward with in· 
creased determination. The fact that 
Negro citizens have welcomed whire 
civil rights workers into their homes 
in fue lace of real dangers is indica-
tive of this growing desire to stand 
up and be counted. 
Nor have attitudinal changes been 
wholly one-sided. While admittedly 
many white Mississippians have har· 
dened their resistance to the move-
ment (and notably against white 
Nortlhern invaders) bhere have been, 
in Jackson at least, encouraging 
signs of an opposite trend. To wit: 
The Cllamber of Commerce and the 
Mayor of Jackson have both urged 
compliance witil tile public accomo-
dations section of ttie new Civil 
Rights Law, and several Jackson 
merchants have desegregated their 
establishments peacefully. While the 
Citizens' Council bas in turn urged 
boycotts of these "traitors," it is 
heartening to see this pressure large-
ly ignored. Also with the passage of 
the law, there has been widespread 
removal in this city - and through-
out llhe state - of tlhe "White Only" 
and "Colored Only" signs. Although 
only a very small step toward the 
goal of truly public facilities, it does 
suggest that there are responsible 
people in the state who accept dle 
validity of federal laws. (This sort 
of compalint attitude was scarcely if 
at all detectable during the emotion-
al pitch of the gubernatorial race 
last summer.) 
Similarly, the desegregation of the 
WHEREVER YOU GO 








first grades in Jackson was peace-
ably effected this SeptP.mber - in 
the face of a vigorous Citizens' Coun-
cil campaign against the step. Tb.is 
unanticipated success is due in large 
part to the combined efforts of sev-
eral Negro educators; an ad boo 
white group, Citizens for Public Edu-
cation; and the Jackson Police force, 
who succeeded in keeping both press 
and general public away. There bas 
been meaningful. dialogue between 
the races at the college level too. 
Students rrom several schools in the 
Jackson area have participated in 
interracial discussions and will prob-
ably continue to cb so. 
On the question of employment OJ>-
portunities, several firms have al-
ready approached the Jackson Move-
ment with new job offers-freely ad-
mitting that the 14-montb selective 
buying campaign wll€'ed by the 
Movement has indeed forced them to 
reconsider their hiring policies. 
We wish to stress that these 
changes have been a long time in 
coming and were not, as some of us 
would like to think, a direct result 
of ttie massive Mississippi Summer 
Project. Unfortunately, one might al-
most be justified in saying that, in 
some instances, they are coming 
about despite the COFO effort. Tb.is 
is not to condemn COFO out of band. 
by any means, fur certainly the triple 
focus of the Project (voter registra. 
tion, freedom schools, and commun-
ity centers) is justified and indeed 
admirable. It is simply to suggest 
that there are glimmers of hope for 
at least some parts of Mississippi-
as i n d e e d there are glimmers 
throughout the country-which have 
an origin quite independent of the 
efforts of the well-meaning, capable, 
and determined summer workers. 
Mandy Hawes '65 
Willow Newton '65 
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Chapel Launches "New Look" Miss Pacaluyko 
Building,MissClapp Updated . Offers Students 
b1 Kt1ren Kozak '66 First Hand 
1be Chapel has a new face this topics of general interest. Likewise, 
year, both in the extemal and in- Saturday mornings will offer differ-
ternal structure. While wwkmen ent service forms, all presented from 
still are busily shifting and adding a lay point-<>f-view. Friday will be a 
bricks to the facade steps, the new "day of diversity," to feature vari-
otticers of Qiapel Organization are ous campus popular and Madrigal 
already trying out the effectiveness singing groups occasionally. These 
of t'heir improvements. groups may present collections o1 
Reaction To Russia 
Audrey Soller, '65, president of music, concerning themes as varied 
Cllapel 0., stressed the continuing as Gregorian chants and soutnern 
purpose of Chapel as providing the spirituals. 
campus with a locus for the neces- Topical Fonmi1 
sary sense of community. Notably, The area of study will concentrate 
"community" literature means com- on the Interfaith Forum, October 23, 
panionsbip and fellowlil!p, in mat- under Nle supervision of Donna Sims, 
ters religious and otherwise. Chapel '65, and Marguerite Orr, '66, and on 
members have adjusted the program the Religious Forum, planned by 
composed of worship, study, and ser- Terry Rothschild, '65, for early Feb-
vice areas to satisfy the needs and ruary '65. The Interfaith Forum's 
desires of as many students as pos- main speaker will be Dr. Harvey 
sible. Cox from Andover Newton, wh> will 
Calendar <Jlangel analyze the current trend of Marx-
Cllanges in the area of worship ism toward theology. Religioos For-
include giving Miss Clapp Monday um will present Dr. Freund of Har-
momings for her weekly talks, al- vard, who is a civic law scbc>lar. 
lowing seniors who have been active He will discuss the school prayer 
in college organizations to speak on issue. 
Wednesday mornings, and dedicat- Bunny Morse, '66, Chapel's service 
Ing Saturday mornings to time for chairman, is very enthusiastic about 
Clhapel Sophs and for underclassmen new opportunities for Wellesley stu-
who are sponsored by one of the dents to contribute their time in 
seven member clubs in Interfaith religiously oriented aid programs. 
Forum. Thus Miss Clapp will be 'Ibis year, Chapel sponsors bringing 
able to give a perspective of the emeritus faculty to the dorms for 
coming week and also to encourage Sunday dinner, tthus including them 
participation in projects of special in the community. Girls also plan 
interest at a time when students are to read to Nie blind who live at 
still making tl1eir weekly plans. Perkins Institute in Otestnut Hill. 
Cltapel Organization sees great ad- A more forceful program with a 
vantages in giving such seniors an drastic, arresting slogan is 0\8.pel's 
opportunity to express their Views "Help Stamp Out Prostitution." Its 
and attitudes outside the context of purpose Is to collect used postage 
their specific, individual clubs. These stamps, which can be exchanged for 
views will continue 1x> include not money and sent to poverty-<>ppressed 
just religious themes, but also other girls on Formosa. 
Soviet life became a reality for 
the students and faculty w111> attend-
ed Miss Pacaluyko's talk on "Im· 
pressions of an Exohange Year" in 
Pendleton Hall, Tuesday evening. 
Miss Pacaluyko, a professor of Rus-
sian at Wellesley, spent last year in 
Leningrad on a U.S. government ex-
change. 
Miss Pacaluyko chose Leningrad 
rather than Moscow for both per-
sonal and practical reasons. In visit-
ing the Soviet Union three years ago, 
she was captivated by t•ile beauty 
and history of Leningrad, the city 
which figures so ·prominently in 
Russian literature. She also djscov-
ed at tthat time that foreigners in 
Moscow are treated with many spe-
cial privileges, while in Leningrad 
life for a foreigner is closer to ttiat 
of a Soviet citizen. 
No Comforts of Home 
Miss Pacaluyko's description of her 
living conditions brought grimaces 
to the faces of most of &ie audience. 
She lived in a hostel, "a grey brick, 
bo,x-like building" run by tihe Uni-
versity in a small · double room , 
which served as bedroom, dining-
room and study area. Hot water was 
available Jor 8 ihours a week from 
November to April. 
Every foreigner had a Soviet room-
mate "who was there not only to 
-help the foreigner but to keep a 
watch on him." 'P:1e watchman of 
the hos tel kept a list of all soviet 
citizens who came to visit the for-
eigners. Yet, Miss Pacaluyko Ielt 
that, on the whole, life in the hostel 
was ctieerful and pleasant. 
Miss Pacaluyko described aspects 
Cheers leader! 
• 
of her stay whi<fl were distinctly 
Russian, such as the inability of the 
Russians to line up for buses and the 
vital role that bread plays in Rus-
sian life. In contrast, she portrayed 
what she called "the tragedy of Nle 
closed society" with examples of ttie 
Russians' hunger for information 
and of their urge to travel which 
almost everyone must satisfy within 
e e boundaries of the Soviet Union. 
Miss Pacaluyko identified the main 
difference between American and 
Soviet life as the importance of tJbe 
words "personal" and " private" in 
the U.S. as compared to the word 
"collective" in tile Soviet Union. She 
said that t!he collectivism that has 
prevaded every sphere of Russian 
life, while fostering the feeling of 
responsibility to others, brings with 
it a tendency to blame one's acts on 
the collective good and to excuse the 
indiVidual from obeYing bis own con-
science. 
Robbe-Grillet Talks on Nouveau Roman 
Rejects 01,d Concepts of Realism 
by Jane Lftlin '67 
Alain Robbe-Grillet, known for his 
leadership in the "nouveau roman" 
movement in French literature, re-
jected traditional concepts of reality 
in his lecture, "Reality in Fiction," 
delivered last Thursday night M: 
Robbe-Grillet contrasted his own de-
finition of reality with that of other 
French writers, particularly that of 
Honore de Balzac, noting the differ· 
ences between subjective and ob-
jective reality. 
Robbe-Grillet did not condemn Bal-
zac. Instead, he explained Balzac's 
objective reality, that is, his strict 
adherence to the ~ysical details of 
the real world as a sincere and valid 
interpretation of reality, toough one 
not appropriate in the modem world. 
The reality of today, he explains 
is not the same reality as tilat of 
Balzac nor is our idea of reality the 
same. Robbe-Grillet indicated that 
new concepts of chemistry, physics 
and mathematics bave destroyed 
oor confidence in 1he reality of the 
outside world and have made us 
consider. the possibillty of reality 
existing in something other than the 
Iflysical "exterior" world. 
Subjective Beall*7 
Altnough the function of art at one 
time thought 1x> be the recreation of 
objective reality, Robbe-Grillet be-
lieves that subjective reality has now 
stolen the spotlight. What is sub-
jective reality? Subjective reality ia 
to Robbe-Grillet, man's selec~ 
from physical reality what be wishes 
to select. The focus, then, is rather 
on the individual's perception of what 
he sees than on the actual ~sical 
object. Consequently, the h:>tel por-
trayed in Robbe-Grillet's film Last 
Year at Marienbad retains the un-
usual cltaracteristics which caught 
the attention of the narrator instead 
of the cltaracteristics which would 
normally be attributed to a hotel. 
Having defined subjective reallty 
in general terms, Robbe-Grillet pro. 
ceeded to challenge critics wb> refer 
to his "distortion of reality" with 
considerable scepticism and dismay • 
Reality, he expalined, is always dis-
torted by the "passions" and emo-
tions of the observer but reality only 
exists because there is this observer 
and 60 reality is necessarily distx>rt· 
ed. 
laventloll and lmaglaatloa 
Two factors are implicit in the 
notion of subjective reality accont. 
ing to Robbe-Grillet. The first of 
these, invention, is necessary tor We 
itself for "to live is to invent the 
world as we would like it rather than 
accept it as It is. Invention, be ex-
plained, must by de1lnition destroy 
as well as construct, tearing down 
the absolute perception of objective 
reallty but establishing another sort 
of reality to replace it. 
Robbe-Grillet claimed imaglnaUon 
or the creative function as the real 
subject of his novels and films. For 
the inventor (and the observer or 
narrator is the inventor) imagina-
tion is the only reality. All his stories, 
Robbe-Grillet reminded his audience, 
are related by a narrator whose vi· 
sion is unusually distorted because 
of some particular strong emoUon 
and this distortion allows the imagl· 
nation increased freedom. 
Implicit Coatradlcttoa 
Robbe-Grillet pointed out the con-
tradiction implicit in his subject. 
"Reality in Fiction." Not only does 
the concept of reality oppose the 
concept of fiction in traditional ter-
minology but merely the attempt to 
define an absolute concept of reality 
seems contrary to the French wri-
ter's notion of continual change in 
definitions. 
It was anybody's ball game until the Olds F-85 came on the field. And suddenly, from coast 
to coast, there was only one car for the campus crowd. What makes the Olds F-85 such a 
performer? Well, start with new Cutlass V-3 power, 315 horses of it! (Cheers!) New styling 
loaded with class! (Cheers!) Glamorous fun-loving interiors! (Cheers!) And much, much more 
besides! (Cheers! Cheers! Cheers!) Find out what all the cheering's about. Rally on down 
Robbe-Grillet rejected traditional 
ideas of reality while also rejectiqr 
the popular use of psychological ana-
Iysls. He explained that in his books 
he takes ereat care to give precise 
details and to repeat scenes maey 
time changing only the most min-
ute detail each time. Consequently, 
witmut using traditional or custom-
ary terms of psydJological anacym, 
Robbe-Grillet informs his readers 
that a change has taken palce in the 
thinking of the narrator. Tbe narra· 
tors in all his works, he aid, are 
disturbed by some psydJological 
problem, but rather than define tbe 
psychological lfu!oomenon in itself 
he chose to portray it as it affected 
the reality of the narrator. 
to your Oldsmobile Quality Dealer's ... 
Where the aC(iO/I isf Old1mobile Divi•ion • Genera l Moton Corp. 
The Rocket Action Car for '65! 
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Touch of the Poet .. 
(Continued from page Two) 
deep and true, of Nlat the audience 
is ass\µ'00. Yet he does, after all, fit 
into her cherished ambition to rise 
from her humble station. Which as-
pect of 1her personality will hold 
sway is an unanswered question. 
In her father's words, she is "a 
common, greedy, scheming, cunning 
peasant girl ... , " and t!hese aspects 
of her personality ~ certainly pro-
minent. Yet surely she has revealed 
the warmtrh and depth of feeling of 
a noble character. Jane Alexander 
plays Sara convincingly and endear-
ingly. Her vivacity and heartfelt 
impetuosity are as compelling as her 
naive and frank expressions of affec-
tion. 
Magnificent Minors 
Minor dta.racters include assorted 
comrades, colleagues, and hangers.-
on, all of whom are played witib mag-
nificent spirit. Ot these, George Mit· 
cllell plays Jamie Cregan, Con's ex-
comrade-in-arms, witlh especial ex-
cellence. The presence of these char· 
acters adds immediacy and humor 
to a play wil'b remarkable little act-
tion. Virtually t>he whole plot is pre-
sented througth conversation and re-
miniscence; it Is a tribute to both 
autibor and actors that is so con-
sistently alive. Lights, sets, and cos-
tumes are all simply and realistic-
ally accompliShed, displaying excel· 
lent craftsmanShip and Wlerring 
taste. 
Tension between the characters 
culminates in the final act, at Which 
time Sara takes her Fat>her's advice 
on ~10w to secure her marriage tro 
Harford, and is transported with love. 
Melorly Iinally accepts his reality, in 
a magnificent scene of agonizing 
self-recognition, and destroys or re-
nounces all of his formerly cherishfld 
symbols of gentility - 'his lordly 
mein, his unirorm, his hatred Ior An-
drew JackS'On, and his thoroughbred 
mare. In a mixture of fear, horror, 
and disgust, Sara realizes that her 
pride for her Father was in tlis pride, 
her affection for •him in his suffer-
ing for that pride. 
The import of the play ties in the 
revealing and interpreting of the per-
sonalities. It is reflective and intro-
spective. In trbis endeavor, it strikes 
deep chords of awareness and mem-
ory, dhords whose overtones are 
fully resonant only when played by 
a group as talented and as cohesive 
as that at ttie Charles. 
Alla Rakha, left, and Ravi Shankar. 
lndianMusic To Come to Campus: 
Features Sitarist Ravi Shankar 
by Elaine Jong '66 
The Mayling Soong Foundation of (17-19) which vibrate when the prin· 
Wellesley College will bring to cipal strings are played. Pandit 
campus India's virtuoso sitarist and Shankar is noted for his technique 
composer, Ravi Shankar, for a con- of bringing out m<>re overtones antl 
cert of Indian music on Wednesday, undertones on the instrument by 
October 14, at 7:45 p.m. in Jewett stroking these sympathetic strings, 
auditorium. Pandit Shankar will be While playing the principal strings. 
accompanied by Alla Ralaha on the 
tabla with Nodu Mullick on the 
tamboura. 
Indian music's history is so ancient 
that its origins disappear in the 
mists of myl!h and legend. 'lihe inter-
play between plucked strings and 
d-Ouble drums of Indian music re-
sults in rhythms more elaborate ttian 
the Western listener is accustomed 
to hearing, and in exotic "pure 
tones." 
Indian Instruments 
The sitar is a fretted and stringed 
instrument, usually with seven main 
strings, five of steel and two of brass. 
The re&>nator at one end is fig-
shaped and there is a hollow @OU1"d 
at tJhe other end. Some sitars, like 
tbe one Pandit Shankar performs 
with, are furnished with a large 
number of sympathetic understrings 
The tabla is a double drum which 
supplies support and a kind of sus-
taining beat to the performance of 
sitar. The tamboura provides a hyp-
notic drone to fue total performance, 
witth a soUl'ld that resembles the 
drone of bag-pipes. 
Pandit Shankar has performed and 
has been acclaimed all over the 
world. A composer as well as a per-
1'ormer, his musical scores for films, 
among whidh are "Pat!her Panchali," 
"Aparajito," and "The World of 
Apu," ·have all won awards on their 
own. Pandit Shankar has been cho-
sen India's cultural representative 
to many other countries in projects 
of cultural excthange. He is consid-
ered In'Clia's leading "Man-of-Music" 
a favorite classical musician as well 
as a TV and recording artist. 









































DELIVERY - NO MINIMUM 
CHARGE ACCOUNTS 
COSMETIC CONSULTATION 
Is This Any Way To Run 
A Pharmacy? 
You Bet It Is! 
ANDREWS REXA.LL PHARMA.CY 









































Durant's Folios, First Editions 
EnhanceLihe-goingThis Week 
by Carolyn Hope Magid '67 
Visitors to Mle college library from books as well as a wide variety of 
now until October 18 will find on books by English and French au-
display a group of rare and valuable thors. • 
books from the collection given to 
tJhe college by its founder, Henry 
Fowle Durant. 
Highlights of the display include 
the first edition of Chaucer's 
CoJ/ecJed Work;, a Shakespeare 
Fourth Folio. a 1794 Folio of Milton 
containing a group of p1:>rtraits of 
the author, Displayed in the Rare 
Book Room are a document witlh the 
wll?' seal of Queen Elizabeth I, for 
which Mr. Durant paid $12.50, a do-
cument dated 996 A.D. and signed by 
Otto m, for \Wiich he paid $50.00, 
and a fifteenth century manuscript 
of illuminated music for the Mass, 
for which he paid $60. Other items 
include various histoi;:ies, plays, and 
other works of European and Am· 
erican origins. 
Donor Was Bibliophile 
Mr. Durant, an avid book collector 
provided Wellesley with its originai 
library of approximately 10,000 vol-
umes and in subsequent years con-
tinued his donations. The books in 
Student Collectors Encouraged 
One reason for the display of rare 
books from the Durant Collection at 
this time is to stimulate student in· 
terest in collecting books. Also di· 
rected at encouraging sudl interest 
is the Junior Library Prize, which 
Illas been awarded annually since 
1925 to the junior whose personal 
library displays the greatest inter· 
est in lhe carefUl collection of books. 
The Durant Collection, which is 
housed in display cases on the main 
floor of the Library as well as in 
and around the Rare Book Room, 
will be replaced on October 18 by an 
eM!bition of Dante editions in manu-
script and print from the Fourteenth 
to t!he Twentieth Centuries, in pre-
paration for the Dante Symposium 
on October 20-21. Planning and sel· 
ection of books for display is done 
by Miss Hannah D. French, Re-
search lJbrarian. 
this exhibition have been selected Pnn• t R ta} 
botl!l from Durant's original gift and en • • • 
from those which be contriootetl (Continued from page One) 
later. fee per year for each picture. The 
Mr. Durant started to collect books profit, a maximum of $150, was to 
dlring his days at Harvard and con- be spent buying additional pictures. 
tinued to do so for the rest of his The Wellesley collection contains 
life. 'llhe library he amassed repre- serigraphs, etchings, woodcuts, aqua. 
sented his interest in a variety of tents by modern American, Euro-
fields - law, religion, foreign Ian- pean, and Japanese artists. Outstand· 
guages and literature. His collection ing in our collection are lithographs 
is considered to be an exceptional and posters by Matisse, Miro, Picas-
gentleman's library of that period so, and Rouault. Also ttiere are sev-
because it has a considerable num- ~ral prints by a former Wellesley 
her of French, German, and Italian mstructor, Mr. Sidney Hurwitz. 
How to be 
a good talker 
in any crowd 
Start by reading The New York Times every 
morning. It's the favorite newspaper of the 
best-informed people on or off campus . 
You'll hold your own in any crowd. Your 
conversation will be more lively, interesting and 
informed on every conceivable timely topic ... 
because those are the qualities of news coverage 
The Times brings you in unequalled abundance . 
And when it's time to stop talking and tackle 
the books', watch how The Times broadens your 
understanding of so many subjects! 
Start working out with The New York Times now . 
Arrange with your campus representative for con-





Preparations for entrance to 
tfle "wide, wide world" takes a 
lot of time and thought. 8enlon 
•hould make ptam early by at· 
tending- the approaching Place· 
ment Office Meetings. 
Monday, October I:! ••• SeM-
larshlps. Fellowships, Graduate 
Study . ••• t:40 In Recreation 
Building Lounge. Speakers will 
be Mla Theresa G. ll)iscll, Den 
of Students and Mn. loan Fl• 
Bishop. y. 
Tuesday, October IS • ·• • lnfor· 
matlon for Job Bunting ••• '7:11 
ln BIWnp ••• Speakers will be 
representatives from the business 
world. To plan adequately, tlle 
Placement Office requests llelllon 
to return Immediately tlle ldp·ap 
eheets tbey have already recelvecl. 
MGnday, October 19 ••• Teach-
ing and MAT Programs ••• C:M 
ln the Recreation Bulldlac 
Lounge. Speaker will be Mrw. 
loan Flu Bishop. 
Glenn Gould ... 
<Conlinuetl from f.Jage Three) 
"passing shelter," after which Scho-
enberg entered a period of both re-
conciliation and revolution. He re-
turned to writing some tonal music, 
using the tone-row to derive triads 
instead of__ dissonances. 
On the other hand, Schoenberg also 
wrote more atonal Jll\lSic. He was 
not t'he "relentless propagandist" he 
Is S'Ometimes called, and he did not 
Intend to "shock for the sake of 
shocking." A year before his death 
in 1951, he said "May I hope that in 
another fifty years :vou may Jmow 
who I am," but he also saki, "I won-
der sometimes who I am." 
MIT BATON SOCIETY 
PR~ENTS 
RA VI SHANK.AR 
ClaHical Indian Sitarist 
and Composer 
Saturday, Oct. 17 - 8:30 P.M. 
Kresge Auditorium, MIT 
Tickets $3 and $2 
Call UN 4-6900 x 2910 for 
Reaerationa 
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Young Dems Meet Candidates; 
Will Meet Need for Volunteers 
Candidates and party workers Sights Technological Clwlg-e 
abounded at the first meeting of the In addressing himself to the group, 
;ear for Wellesley Clollege Young Mr. Byron contends ttiat "this era 
Democrats to urge the students to has seen vast and revolutionary tech-
work for the Democratic party this nological changes and people haven't 
fall. been able to ooange fast enough." 
Speaking to a record crowd of As a result he mentioned a cultu-
about 125 students were Mrs. Ben- ral lag which will increase as the 
son Snyder, head of the Wellesley work week shortens, an inevitable 
Democratic Town Clommittee, Edi- consequence of our technological so-
ward Procter, candidate for fue Mas- ciety. Thus he argued the necessity 
saeobusetts General Court (House) for government "to help guide peo-
from the town of Wellesley, and Alex- pie through vast ed\Jcational pro-
ander Byron, candidate from the grams and see that efforts are chan-
12th district, Cape Cod, for ttie House nelled into the right directions." 
o! Representatives. Reveals Project 
Volunteers Needed When asked \Wiat specific govern-
Campaign headquarters in Boston ment programs he would advocate, 
for the JohnS'On-Humpnrey ticket Mr. Byron revealed a nine million 
seem to be operating witlh overcon- dollar project which he is heading 
tidence, but Mrs. Snyder assured on Cape Cod. The project tor which 
the group of ~e need for college construction begins this month in-
students to help the national ticket volves a marina, three legitimate 
in Wellesley. theaters and a convention hotel, tbe 
Tlh.e town committee has its bead- proceeds of whieih will be channelled 
quarters in Wellesley Hills Square, into sdholarslhips for a school for 
and will be working on the precinct- creativity also located on the site. 
to-precinct level, ringing doorbells The school will enroll 300 students 
through Oct. 15. Volunteers are need- yearly, accepted on a competitive 
ed for this doorbell ringing and also basis, whose soholarsil.ips can be re-
to help at the headquarters on elec- newed yearly. 
tion day. 'llhose interested in sudl ARA Assistance Used 
work can contact Rocllelle Holland, The Area Redevelopment Assocla-
president of the Young Democrats tion made 5.6 milion dollars available 
group. for tne project after the local eco-
Backlng Local Candidate nomic committee put up 10% of the 
Another concern of t'he Wellesley total and Mr. Byron provided 5%. 
committee is !!he election of Mr Mr. Byron is opposing the incum-
Procter. bent Hastings Keith in a district 
The first Democrat to run !or the whie'h has never gone Democratic. 
General Court from Wellesley, Mr He insists, "I am not a welfare 
Procter is eager to have students stater." 
work on his campaign. Until it be- -------------
came a single district this year, Wei- Poverty Panel ... 
lesley elected representatives to the 
General Court along with two other (Contint,ed from page One) 
towns. In this sense, poverty is self-perpe-
Othen Make Requests tuating since the poor are socialized 
Volunteer help was also requested witihout the ability to plan ahead, to 
!or Lt. Gov. Frank Belotti, Demo- delay gratification, to desire aC'hieve-
cratic candidate for governor of Mas- ment and education, or to control 
sacfmsetts, Edward Kennedy, candi- outward aggression. 
date for re-election to the U.S. Sen- In her estimation, "banding out 
ate, and other candidates, all of money isn't enough." The poor must 
whom have offices in Boston. be able to identify with middle-elass 
The most novel portion of the meet- values in order to take advantage of 
ing came from Mr. Byron, who is the governmental assistance offered 
also interested in volunteer help. them. 
63 CENTRAL ST. 
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by Karen Rosenthal '67 
(next to Woolworth's) 
Weekly Calendar 
CAMPUS 
Thursday, October 8. ID photo-
graphs taken at Billings Hall, Senate 
Room, 7:15 p.m. Fee: $1.00. 
Sunday, October ll. Faculty Clon-
cert in Jewett Auditorium at 8:00 
p.m. David Barnett, piano; Ruth 
Posselt, violin; F.ugene Lehner, vio-
la; Alfred Zig.hera, cello. 
MOVIEJ 
1llAT MAN FROM RIO will be 
playing at the Astor. 
ONE POTATO, 'IWO POTATO 
continues at the Beacon Hill. 
HIGH AND LOW, a Japanese de-
tectivP story, continues at the Brat-
tle. 
TOM JONES will begin October 
9 at the Clorruoonity Pla)'house in 
Wellesley Hills. 
81h and DIVORCE, ITALIAN 
STYLE are double-featured at tbe 
Esquire. 
MAFIOSO, an Italian film, will 
continue at the Exeter. 
LOS TARANTOS, a Spanish film, 
is at the Gary. 
TIIE SILENCE, directed by Ing-
mar Bergman, and NIGHT MUST 
FALL, with Albert Finney, are at the 
Harvard Square. 
TIIE VISIT, ~ !®id Berg-
man, continues at the Saxon. 
mE&TEB 
BAREFOOT IN TIIE PARK, with 
Myrna Loy, is being presented at die 
Colonial and Wilbur '!beaters. 
A TOUCH OF 'lHE POET, by Eu-
gene O'Neill, Is pla,ying at the 
Owles Street PIQboue. 
MUSIC 
Frlcla7, Oetober .. 'lbe first pre-
sentation of the Folklore Omcert 
Series, featuring Pete Seeger, will be 
pre!leDted at the Back Bay 'lbeater 
(formerly Donnelly Memorial '111m-
ter) at 8:30 p.m. 
Friday, October 9. Richard Burgin 
will conduct the Boston Symphony 
Orchestra in Schubert's Fourth Sym-
phony, Elliot Carter Variations, and 
Moussgorsky's "Pictures at an Ex-
hibition." 2:00 p.m. 
Friday, October 9. The Society 
Corelli will perform in tlhe Sanders 
Theatre, Cambridge, at 8: 30 p.m. 
Saturday, October 10. The above 
performance will be repeated at 8:30 
p.m. 
Saturday, October 10. The Cam-
bridge Weekend for Civil Rights will 
present Tom Rllitl, Jahn Hammond, 
and Taj Mania! in a concert at Rindge 
Tech Auditorium, corner Irving and 
Broadway, at 8:00 p.m. for tihe bene-
fit of Student Non-violent Coordinat-
ing Clommittee. 
Community Playhouse 
Wellesley Hiiia CE 5-0047 
Evenings at 7:45 
Mata. Wed. and Sat. at 2 
Sunday Continuous Beginning 
at 4:45 
Now Showing Enda Thurs. Oct. 8 
PETER SELLERS In 
"THE WORLD OF 
HENRY ORIENT" 
also "LADIES WHO DO" 
9 Daya beginning Friday Oct. 9 
Academy Award-"Beat Picture!" 
"TOM JONES" 
Saturday afternoon Children'• 
Show - October 10 
"MISTY" and CARTOONS 
···············••··•••••••••·• 
PETE SEEGER 
Folk Musit Concert 
"FOLK SONGS AROUND THE WORLD" 











Back Bay Theater (formerly Donnelly Memorial, Boston) 
Tickets $4, $3.25, $2.80, $2.20 







where bankin1 ia made convenient 
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to 
Fashion 
Dashing you, fashionable 
you, in a nifty knee-high leather 
boot, cosily lined in nylon fleece with 
practical ribbed crepe sole. We~ther 0~ 
not · · ·this is the boot that's ''in" 
ANKLE TO THIGH 








FREE tote bag with every pair 
